Fst carburetors

This shiny new company has just introduced a line of carburetors that merely reinforces that
the carburetor has evolved from a calibrated fuel leak to a sophisticated fuel mixer. The
carburetor is not dead. It may seem odd in this day of high-tech electronic control that there
would be a brand new player building carburetors with tons of options to the classic
square-bore carburetor approach. There is no radical new science here. For those conversant
with the Holley carburetor, these new FST mixers are very similar and use the same small parts.
Beyond the similarities, FST also introduces a few enhancements. First, this is no
flash-in-the-pan single part number approach. FST offers eight categories of carburetors
ranging from the RT Series cfm vacuum secondary all the way up to Billet Excess Pro race
carburetors that can flow up to 1, cfm. As part of the development process, FST scheduled a
few days on the dyno at Westech and we were invited to tag along. It proved to be a very fun
day playing with carburetors and gasoline. Test day was spent on bread-and-butter carburetors
of the cfm species. FST offers carburetors in this size in both vacuum and mechanical
secondary varieties but also with an eye toward affordability. Starting with the affordable
versions, the RT series uses a cast aluminum body available in the least expensive mode as
either side-hung or center-hung floats with either manual or electric choke in sizes ranging from
to cfm. The RTX line adds a black electroplating appearance still with the cast body but with
billet metering blocks. The RTX Viper is the top of the cast body line with what FST calls a Viper
fuel bowl that adds a touch of the exotic with a third potential fuel inlet located in the center of
the bowl. These are fully CNC billet parts that offer a unique style. The X-treme and Billet Excess
lines feature full CNC machined billet components with some tricks that will appeal to more
knowledgeable carburetor tuners. The Xtreme line starts at cfm in the configuration, building up
to a version that can flow up to 1, cfm. This line of fuel mixers begins with the standard 2-circuit
variety with an option for 3-circuit opportunities with the Billet Extreme Pro carburetor, which is
the top of the line style carb. The series Billet Excess and Billet Excess Pro come with all four
circuits in place and these carburetors are fully configurable as either two, three, or four circuit
designs. A two-circuit carburetor is what most Holley style carburetors use utilizing idle and
high-speed air bleed circuits. Three-circuit versions add an intermediate circuit that operates
just off idle. While this may be true with an out-of-the-box carburetor, knowledgeable tuners will
tell you that more circuits offer more opportunity to trim the fuel in a desirable direction at part
and full throttle. The four-circuit versions are intended for the hard-core drag racing crowd
where the opportunity to modify the fuel curve over a wide rpm band can be critically important.
More applicable to street engines with a big cam is the idle bypass feature found on all of the
billet main body carburetors. These can be individually removed and drilled with small holes
â€”starting perhaps at around 0. A major problem with carburetors on engines with large
camshafts is these engines idle at very low vacuum levels. The issue with big cams is they
demand a larger throttle blade opening to generate an acceptable idle speed. This larger
opening moves the curb idle position of the throttle blades into what is called the transition slot.
This is an off-idle circuit intended to flow additional fuel during partial throttle opening between
idle and when the boosters begin to flow fuel. To return the throttle blades to their proper curb
idle position previously called for drilling holes in the throttle blades. By including the bypass
air feature in these new FST carburetors, the tuner is able to place the throttle blades at the
proper curb idle position where the transition slot is just barely uncovered. The bypass air is
fully adjustable, and if the carburetor is later used on a milder engine, the bypass holes can be
closed off or changed, allowing ease of adjustment. With billet metering blocks, the machining
is completely controllable compared to inconsistencies that can occur with cast metering
blocks. The billet metering blocks shown in these photos were all prototype pieces and you may
have noticed that the main emulsion bleed circuits feature six tuning positions as opposed to
only four. Freeland told us that actual production FST metering blocks will change to five
emulsion holes. The engine is a 4. The carburetor on the engine during this particular test was a
cast aluminum body RX A previous run with a Billet X-treme FST carburetor had revealed a
difference in the fuel flow and slight power difference between these two carburetors. Freeland
removed the primary and secondary metering blocks and modified the emulsion circuit. He
removed and blocked the existing 0. He also replaced the existing high-speed bleed on all four
corners with a slightly smaller bleed which would help bring in the main circuit earlier and also
make the high rpm portion of the curve slightly richer. Just those slight metering changes
improved the torque down low by 17 lb-ft while horsepower near peak gained a solid 11 hp.
Could this same improvement have been accomplished with other carburetors? The answer is
yes, with the important point being that the opportunity to trim the fuel curve is available to
those who wish to pursue it. All it takes is a little knowledge and experience. There is power to
be made with intelligent tuning techniques. The simple answer is that each engine has slightly
different fuel requirements. Just changing from a single plane to a dual plane intake manifold

can have a profound impact on the fuel curve. This presents near-limitless possibilities of fuel
curve combinations. The manufacturer is effectively forced to provide a generic carburetor and
fuel curve to satisfy as many combinations as possible. With the calendar quickly unraveling
toward our second decade into the 21st Century, it appears the carburetor is far from dead and
has in fact gained strength with fresh approaches to the old issue of mixing fuel with air to
make horsepower. Source: Read Full Article. Next AEB systems halve rear-end accidents, study
shows. In a famous scene in Monty Python and the Holy Grail , a character drags a cart full of
bodies as the town crier proclaims "bring out your dead! What won't be found in the lifeless pile
is a brand new line of performance carburetors from Fuel Systems Technology FST. This shiny
new company has just introduced a line of carburetors that merely reinforces that the
carburetor has evolved from a calibrated fuel leak to a sophisticated fuel mixer. The carburetor
is not dead. It may seem odd in this day of high-tech electronic control that there would be a
brand new player building carburetors with tons of options to the classic square-bore
carburetor approach. There is no radical new science here. For those conversant with the Holley
carburetor, these new FST mixers are very similar and use the same small parts. So if you have
a stash of Holley tuning parts then you're in the game. Beyond the similarities, FST also
introduces a few enhancements. First, this is no flash-in-the-pan single part number approach.
FST offers eight categories of carburetors ranging from the RT Series cfm vacuum secondary
all the way up to Billet Excess Pro race carburetors that can flow up to 1, cfm. It's enough to say
that whether you're looking for a mild street carb or a full-function race carburetor, between the
off-the-shelf part numbers and the optional components, there's something here for everybody.
As part of the development process, FST scheduled a few days on the dyno at Westech and we
were invited to tag along. We immediately met FST's development technician Phil Freeland, who
is not only incredibly enthusiastic but can back up his high-strung spirit with plenty of
down-in-the trenches tuning ability. It proved to be a very fun day playing with carburetors and
gasoline. Test day was spent on bread-and-butter carburetors of the cfm species. FST offers
carburetors in this size in both vacuum and mechanical secondary varieties but also with an eye
toward affordability. Starting with the affordable versions, the RT series uses a cast aluminum
body available in the least expensive mode as either side-hung or center-hung floats with either
manual or electric choke in sizes ranging from to cfm. One step up is the RT Plus line that
retains the cast main body but adds "pressure forged" metering blocks and includes a 4-port
idle system in the same to cfm range. The RTX line adds a black electroplating appearance still
with the cast body but with billet metering blocks. The RTX Viper is the top of the cast body line
with what FST calls a Viper fuel bowl that adds a touch of the exotic with a third potential fuel
inlet located in the center of the bowl. These are fully CNC billet parts that offer a unique style.
The X-treme and Billet Excess lines feature full CNC machined billet components with some
tricks that will appeal to more knowledgeable carburetor tuners. The Xtreme line starts at cfm in
the configuration, building up to a version that can flow up to 1, cfm. This line of fuel mixers
begins with the standard 2-circuit variety with an option for 3-circuit opportunities with the Billet
Extreme Pro carburetor, which is the top of the line style carb. The series Billet Excess and
Billet Excess Pro come with all four circuits in place and these carburetors are fully
configurable as either two, three, or four circuit designs. A two-circuit carburetor is what most
Holley style carburetors use utilizing idle and high-speed air bleed circuits. Three-circuit
versions add an intermediate circuit that operates just off idle. The word on the street has
always been that three-circuit carburetors tend to run very rich at part throttle and they're not
practical for the street. While this may be true with an out-of-the-box carburetor, knowledgeable
tuners will tell you that more circuits offer more opportunity to trim the fuel in a desirable
direction at part and full throttle. FST's four-circuit option really isn't the type of carburetor you
will find or even desire on the street, although in the hands of a well-versed tuner it could be
easily applied. The four-circuit versions are intended for the hard-core drag racing crowd where
the opportunity to modify the fuel curve over a wide rpm band can be critically important. More
applicable to street engines with a big cam is the idle bypass feature found on all of the billet
main body carburetors. Looking closely at the area surrounding the air cleaner stud, you'll see
four small brass restrictors. These can be individually removed and drilled with small holes
starting perhaps at around 0. A major problem with carburetors on engines with large
camshafts is these engines idle at very low vacuum levels. The issue with big cams is they
demand a larger throttle blade opening to generate an acceptable idle speed. This larger
opening moves the curb idle position of the throttle blades into what is called the transition slot.
This is an off-idle circuit intended to flow additional fuel during partial throttle opening between
idle and when the boosters begin to flow fuel. To return the throttle blades to their proper curb
idle position previously called for drilling holes in the throttle blades. By including the bypass
air feature in these new FST carburetors, the tuner is able to place the throttle blades at the

proper curb idle position where the transition slot is just barely uncovered. The bypass air is
fully adjustable, and if the carburetor is later used on a milder engine, the bypass holes can be
closed off or changed, allowing ease of adjustment. With billet metering blocks, the machining
is completely controllable compared to inconsistencies that can occur with cast metering
blocks. The billet metering blocks shown in these photos were all prototype pieces and you may
have noticed that the main emulsion bleed circuits feature six tuning positions as opposed to
only four. Freeland told us that actual production FST metering blocks will change to five
emulsion holes. While performing some preliminary testing using Westech's ci small-block
Chevy as the test engine, Freeland offered to show us their flexibility. The engine is a 4. The
carburetor on the engine during this particular test was a cast aluminum body RX A previous
run with a Billet X-treme FST carburetor had revealed a difference in the fuel flow and slight
power difference between these two carburetors. Freeland removed the primary and secondary
metering blocks and modified the emulsion circuit. He removed and blocked the existing 0. He
also replaced the existing high-speed bleed on all four corners with a slightly smaller bleed
which would help bring in the main circuit earlier and also make the high rpm portion of the
curve slightly richer. We've plotted the power difference to show you what this simple change
accomplished. Just those slight metering changes improved the torque down low by 17 lb-ft
while horsepower near peak gained a solid 11 hp. Could this same improvement have been
accomplished with other carburetors? The answer is yes, with the important point being that the
opportunity to trim the fuel curve is available to those who wish to pursue it. All it takes is a
little knowledge and experience. There is power to be made with intelligent tuning techniques.
Some may ask why any carburetor can't be created to work this well right out of the box. The
simple answer is that each engine has slightly different fuel requirements. Just changing from a
single plane to a dual plane intake manifold can have a profound impact on the fuel curve. This
presents near-limitless possibilities of fuel curve combinations. The manufacturer is effectively
forced to provide a generic carburetor and fuel curve to satisfy as many combinations as
possible. It's up to the final tuner to perform these final tuning steps to optimize each
carburetor. With the calendar quickly unraveling toward our second decade into the 21st
Century, it appears the carburetor is far from dead and has in fact gained strength with fresh
approaches to the old issue of mixing fuel with air to make horsepower. It's a great time to be a
hot rodder! Close Ad. Jeff Smith Author. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Fuel Systems
Technology or FST was created to develop a line of carburetors that is not only affordable but
innovative, while never sacrificing quality. These three principles drive us to make the best
carburetors possible, from our entry level street RT series, all the way up to our full race Billet
Excess Pro series. Our engineers have spent their entire careers in the high performance
aftermarket, developing various carburetors for enthusiasts, pro racers, and everyone in
between. They helped form FST with the same goal that we all share â€” to get the best
performing system into your vehicle, for the best price possible. We too are the users, cruisers,
and enthusiasts pushing our street rods, muscle cars, and drag cars to their limits. We
understand the time, effort, and investment that you put into your vehicle. FST is our
opportunity to bring you something innovative, quality driven, and affordable. Call us Direct:
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carburetors that is not only affordable but innovative, while never sacrificing quality. These
three principles drive us to make the best carburetors possible, from our entry level street RT
series, all the way up to our full race Billet Excess Pro series. Our engineers have spent their
entire careers in the high performance aftermarket, developing various carburetors for
enthusiasts, pro racers, and everyone in between. They helped form FST with the same goal
that we all share â€” to get the best performing system into your vehicle, for the best price
possible. We too are the users, cruisers, and enthusiasts pushing our street rods, muscle cars,
and drag cars to their limits. We understand the time, effort, and investment that you put into
your vehicle. FST is our opportunity to bring you something innovative, quality driven, and
affordable. Call us Direct: Series RT CFM 7 7 6. Secondary Mechanical 8 Vacuum Choke Electric
11 Manual 9. Facebook-f Instagram Youtube. Design by Elementor.

